Travel in
Style with Child
Written by
Mia Ljungberg Nevado.

SKY NANNIES, LUXURY DESIGNER STROLLERS
AND BABY GEAR DELIVERED DIRECTLY TO YOUR HOTEL ROOM
ALMOST SOUNDS TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE - BUT IT ISN’T!

TRAVELING IN STYLE WITH CHILDREN can be quite a challenge if
it involves babies and toddlers but thanks to some innovative companies new services has come on the market to ease the traveling.
One of them is the Italian company BabyGuest founded by Italian
super-mom Serene Errico. Earlier this year she launched her website BabyGuest.com where parents very easily can book and rent
all equipment they can possible need for a perfect vacation from
a stroller, to carseat, bottle heater, cot and baby care products
from the very best brands. They deliver same day in Italy and within
forty-eight hours in all of Europe and have plans to expand to other
countries in near future.
BabyGuets makes sure that everything will be awaiting the family
when they arrive to their destination – all products are delivered
in top condition, meticulously cleaned and sanitized – definitely
something that car rentals and hotels could improve.
Each product is carefully chosen by Serena and after six months
of use each products is replaced and then given away for charity
which makes the company even more unique. Serena wanted to
make life easier for traveling parents and so far she has!
Fashionable Parenting is the new black and a company that has
understood the importance of blending fashion with practicality is
the Dutch luxury stroller company Bugaboo.
Bugaboo has made fashion strollers with high fashion companies
like Missoni and Viktor&Rolf in the past. Now Bugaboo has gone

more urban and together with Diesel created a denim and a military
inspired Bugaboo that comes together with a line of stylish accessories.
“We know that accessories make the difference, so we have added
a matching denim bag with leather details to the collection, featuring
functional inside pockets for parents on the go. To complete your stroller
wardrobe there is even a special-edition Bugaboo by Diesel with Seat
Liner, Foot muff, Parasol and Mosquito Net in camouflage print from our
first release” says Bugaboo
Bugaboo´s All Black Special Edition is also a very popular stroller and
proves that even when it comes to strollers there is always a need for a
more advanced and more upscale stroller.
Another luxury stroller company is German Cybex who recently
launched their Cybex Priam, a stylish sleek stroller designed with inspiration from the famous designers Ray and Charles Eames who combined
functionalism with style. It can be folded with one hand which makes it
an easy travel stroller.
Most parents have most likely on at least one flight wished for an
extra set of hands when flying with their children. One airline is offering
just that is Etihad Airways which offers Flying Nanny Service on all their
long-haul flights and not just on First and Business Class but in Economy
too. The national airline of the United Arab Emirates Etihad has trained
more than a 1000 of their crew members to become Sky Nannies and
not just any nannies - the Etihad Sky Nannies receive special training at
the very respected Norland College in England that trains the very best
Cybex Priam.
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nannies a parent could ever wish for – its
the Harvard University of childcare!
The Sky Nannies help parents with
their children from take off to landing
with making or heating baby bottles, they
entertain and organize activities from
magic tricks, face painting to drawing
competitions. Whatever is needed to
keep your little traveller from crying or
being bored on a long haul flight. We can
only wish more airlines will follow this
amazing act of service.
Another great company is Nanny in
the Clouds, a California-based company that
has developed a website that connects
parents with nannies who are traveling on
the same flight.Parents put in their flight
details and if there is a nanny traveling
on the same flight they can connect and
the parents only pay for the hours on the
flights which is about 20 USD per hour.
Suddenly traveling with kids has become much more painless and easy! Now
the only question remaining is, where do
we go? °

The founder of BabyGuest, Serena Errico.
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Sankt Jörgen Park

Getaway Spa
Book our Getaway Spa to stay in a stylishly designed room, wake
up to a generous breakfast buffet, visit the Spa and Sports club
throughout your stay, experience the resort´s award-winning Spa
Ritual and savor a delicious three course dinner.
For reservations and more information please
visit sanktjorgenpark.se
Ethiad Airways – Flying Nanny Service.

Bugaboo Diesel Collection.

